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It’s been a while since any of us were able to get out boating but here we are and in the attached you
will find some of the things we have been doing around the club in preparation.

The club is now fully open to all fully vaccinated members. We have seen unprecedented bookings
for the work pontoons as members get their boats in ship shape. You will also notice that the online
booking system allows you to specify which time you actually need to use it, to allow as many
members as possible to access. Please cancel any unneeded bookings as early as possible to allow
others to utilise.

We wish all members a safe and happy boating season and while we have not been able to organise
an official Opening Day due to the timing and impending Christmas, we are hoping that everything
will return to a more normal calendar going forward.

On a more sombre note, last weekend we had an incident at the club where a child jumped in a
dinghy as their boat approached the pontoon. The child was not wearing a life jacket and in the
tremendous wind, the dinghy flipped, throwing the child into the water. Luckily, this was within our
club waters and Marine rescue were already out circling, waiting for the wind to die down so they
could dock. With the help of club members and Marine Rescue, the child and her father, who dived
in after her, were rescued from the back of one of our moored boats. A reminder, that the weather
can change in an instant and all children should be wearing life jackets at all times, but certainly
when in dinghies.

Around the Club
By Vice Commodore Chris Jensen

So, June saw us enter the worst lock down we have had, a two week stay at home order turned into
some 15 weeks. At the club we were forced to shut down all member activity although behind the
scenes we carried on.



The slipway shut for the first 2 weeks while we sought clarification on what they could and could not
do. As it turned out Andrew, having left to start the work on his kitchen at home, was able to reopen
so things at the slipway have been ongoing.

Now the restrictions have lifted, many need work done on their boats, so please be patient as
Andrew tries to accommodate all requests.

The kiosk was not so lucky and was forced to close. As you may know we own the property, but Trent
and Angela own the business and lease the site from us. We have worked closely with them over this
period to help them stay afloat.  The club board took the decision that losing them and then having
to restart a new business was not in our best interest and so we have put the free time to good use,
updating the building.

As you may have already noticed we have repainted the second level and Keith has also repaired all
the doors and windows. Most of this work was done in-house other than the far side out over the
water which we needed contractors for.  Trent assisted Keith with the work.

In addition to the repaint, prior to lockdown we had an issue with water leaking through the deck
into the slipway office.  We had got quotes for this work and to say it seems over the top was a mild
statement but with KMYC closed, Keith suggested that he would have time to tackle it.  The
Deck/Balcony has now been re-sealed and new balcony railings added. A fantastic result and saving
to the club.



With these works out of the way we turned our attention to the two cottages.  Keith repaired the

roof leaks and the eaves in the top cottage with the assistance of the tenant.

With the lower cottage the last piece of work following the major renovations in the previous years
was the replacement of the roof.  We contracted out this work and it was completed as essential
workers came out of lock down.  With this done we are now fully back in business both as a rental
and also as part of the wedding packages.   We did have one issue in that a possum evicted from the
roof space somehow managed to get locked inside.  This was discovered a few days later when a club
member looking through the windows noticed the kitchen tap running and alerted Keith. On
checking, he found the non-paying guest and they were removed. The resulting mess was first
cleaned up by Keith & Janet, followed by a full clean by Beach Stays. Rumour has it that Bruce is now
looking for the possum to charge the outstanding weeks rent.

Around the club we have completed a number of other outstanding jobs. Prior to lockdown, we
ordered a new cover for one of the
water tanks. Having seen what was
required Keith took on the other two
tanks and the result is we now have all
three refitted.  Some members may have
noticed a water leak from the tank
behind the gazebo next to the pool. We
have been able to source a new liner for
this tank and it is now watertight and up
and running in time for the recent
Sydney downpours.

We have also filled the potholes in the
carpark which should make arriving and
leaving a bit gentler. The tinnies have
been serviced and are ready for use. You
will also notice when going out to your
boat that all the moorings are now red.



This is a requirement of all club moorings. We have also begun a process of upgrading the mooring
arrangements to beehives. This is an ongoing upgrade that will be completed over the next few
years, due to the expense.

And finally, in the clubhouse and outside the waterfront office you will now see an iPad and wrist
printer. We will be issuing more information on these, but they are for contractors coming onsite. We
are required to register these and check all insurances are in place before allowing any work to
commence within the club grounds or on boats. For most contractors they simply need to enter their
BIA number, and this is then confirmed online and if all in order, a wristband is printed.

So while the rest of us were in lock down your club has used the time to get us in a great position for
summer.  We look forward to seeing you all out there.

Social Events
by Rear Commodore Bruce Quick

Unfortunately Covid has laid waste to several of our social plans for 2021....we managed to have our
End of Year Function in May and since then, we have had to cancel the Off the Water Weekend at
Mudgee (now planned for 2022), Opening Day and a few holiday weekend raft-ups.  However, as
vaccination rates increased and infection rates slowed, we have been able to hold and plan for our
traditional events.

The Open-Air Cinema was a great success and to welcome Members, Family & friends back, we
added free pizza to the event.....60+ attended and had a great time catching up on news, enjoying
wonderful pizzas and watching a great movie, Murder by Death....great choice Projectionist Spry!



The traditional Xmas Party is on Saturday 4th December with
a Children’s Party and Magician starting at 4pm, followed by
a visit from Santa.  The Adults’ Party begins at 7pm and will
be in the Founders Lounge ....... let Georgia know if you will
be attending by Friday 26th so we can get the catering
right...$25/adult & $10/child.

Over the last year, we delayed
the fishing day to align it with
‘Fishing NSW’, which of course
was not held. As a result we will
be organizing a fishing day as
per previous events in late
January 2022. Look out for the
invite.

The next big and very popular event is the Pontoon Dinner on Saturday 26th February, so keep an
eye out for details of what to expect.



Achievers
Due to Covid and the recent wet weather, we have been unable to schedule an Achievers Day......with
the weddings and other events planned, it is important we keep the grounds & buildings looking
their best.  Doug Hadley has been doing a great job in this regard supported by Keith and his Staff.

Cottage & Weddings

Bookings for both the Cottage and Weddings are back in full swing and it is especially pleasing to see
Members booking both the Cottage and Clubhouse and enjoying the commensurate Members
discount.  Amy from Cloud9 is doing a fantastic job of managing our Weddings & Functions and
recently she helped us plan and stage our End-of-Year Function.  You may also be aware that there
have been some issues with wedding guests using the carpark beyond their allocation of 4 spaces.
We are working with Cloud9 and Beach Stays to make sure this is policed and that both the Cottage
and Weddings only use the spaces allocated to them.  To make this easier to manage, we ask all
Members to please ensure they have their Membership Stickers on their vehicles. If you need a new
one, please contact Georgia in the office.

Reminder: Please remember that we are in a residential area, and we ask that members are mindful
of their noise at night, which carries a long way when at the Clubhouse, Founders or pontoon. We
have full bookings coming up with our cottage and would like to ensure all guests have a pleasant
stay.

Update on the Overflow Car Park
From Paul Purnell Director

A lot of you would have noticed the work being undertaken in the overflow car park area and on the
two lower banks - behind the kiosk and next to the driveway where the kiosk deliveries are made.



We decided work needed to be done to make the areas safe given the unstable banks and risks of
landslide and rocks falling.

Both the lower banks have been stabilised by spraying shotcrete over the unstable banks. This was
completed in 2020.

The top car park area bank, however, required the construction of a major retaining wall on piers
drilled into bedrock. Given the disruption to the kiosk business we decided to delay this part of the
work until after the Easter period. We completed the piering and laid the besser block retaining wall
on a cantilevered foundation before Covid hit however we found out through the diligence of Richard
Hunt that one of the subcontractors had put incorrect steel reinforcement (straight bars versus L
shaped bars) into the concrete foundations, which if not addressed would make the wall strength
inadequate. Our engineer has come up with a solution that involves building a retaining wall within



the besser block wall. Then lockdown came. No work could be undertaken (for over 4 months) and
when the work could be restarted the lack of construction workers delayed progress.

Since then the steel reinforcement for this has been laid. We are awaiting the besser block wall to be
filled with concrete and then the inner retaining wall to be completed before it is backfilled and
compacted. The contractor is aiming to complete this before Xmas. At this point the car park will be
usable and importantly all banks will be stable and safe.

We plan to asphalt the top car park and re-concrete the decaying kiosk driveway in the new year.



Whilst the delays have been regrettable, and we apologise to all affected we believe it will be a good
outcome and the costs will stay within the project budget we allocate.

Till our next Newsletter……


